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Index on bitcoin futures (XBTSM) launched by Solactive as part of
exclusive worldwide agreement with Cboe Global Markets
Available for licensing for ETFs and structured products
Three weeks after the approval of bitcoin futures by the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission in the United States, Solactive is launching the Solactive Bitcoin Front Month
Rolling Futures 5D Index, an index tracking the performance of XBT futures listed on Cboe
Global Markets (Cboe).
On Sunday, 10 December 2017, Cboe made history by becoming the first regulated exchange to
list bitcoin futures, for which Solactive has been granted worldwide exclusivity in index
calculations.
Bitcoin, the most prominent cryptocurrency, rose from USD 789 in December 2016 to USD
18,960 in December 20171, an increase in price of more than 2,300% over the course of the last
twelve months. According to coinmarketcap.com, an online platform tracking the performance
of cryptocurrencies, the total market capitalization of bitcoin reached USD 320 billion in the
third week of December 20172.
The Solactive Bitcoin Front Month Rolling Futures 5D Index can be used to gain exposure to the
bitcoin currency through XBT futures contracts that are traded on Cboe’s Futures Exchange
(CFE). By trading in futures, investors can reduce exposure to some of the volatility associated
with the digital currency. The index is available for licensing and can be used as the basis for
structured products and ETFs.
Steffen Scheuble, CEO of Solactive AG, commented: “The world is becoming more and more
digitalized. Technology is affecting all areas of finance, including payment systems, wealth
management with robo-advisors, and now currency with the rise of cryptocurrencies. We are
very pleased to be offering exposure to bitcoins futures through the Solactive Bitcoin Front
Month Rolling Futures 5D Index. This is unprecedented in the history of capital markets and
clearly opens the door to new bitcoin-based investment products.”
The index tracks the performance of front month XBT futures, and rolls the exposure over five
days from the active contract to the next active contract. The index is calculated as an excess
return index and is published in USD.
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For further information please visit: www.solactive.com

NOTE TO EDITORS
About Solactive
Solactive AG is an innovative index provider that focuses on the development, calculation and distribution
of tailor-made indices across all asset classes. As of October 2017, Solactive AG served approximately 350
clients in Europe, America and Asia, with approximately USD 100 billion invested in products linked to
indices calculated by the company globally, primarily via 250 exchange-traded funds from a number of
well-known providers. Solactive AG was established in 2007 and is headquartered in Frankfurt.
www.solactive.com

About Cboe Global Markets, Inc.
Cboe Global Markets, Inc. (Cboe: CBOE | Nasdaq: CBOE) is one of the world’s largest exchange holding
companies, offering cutting-edge trading and investment solutions to investors around the world. The
company is committed to relentless innovation, connecting global markets with world-class technology,
and providing seamless solutions that enhance the customer experience.
Cboe offers trading across a diverse range of products in multiple asset classes and geographies, including
options, futures, U.S. and European equities, exchange-traded products (ETPs), global FX and multi-asset
volatility products based on the Cboe Volatility Index (VIX Index), the world’s barometer for equity market
volatility.
Cboe’s trading venues include the largest options exchange in the U.S. and the largest stock exchange by
value traded in Europe. In addition, the company is the second-largest stock exchange operator in the
U.S. and a leading market globally for ETP trading.
The company is headquartered in Chicago with offices in Kansas City, New York, London, San Francisco,
Singapore, Hong Kong and Quito, Ecuador. For more information, visit www.cboe.com.
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